sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) was seminal for sequential testing. Noneconomic applications are now abundant, e.g. Page (1955) in quality control and Arrnitage (1975) in clinical trials. See Siegmund (1985) for an extensive bibliography. Basseville and Benveniste (1986) contains papers discussing sequential procedures from an engineering perspective. Here we use sequential testing to develop tests of structural stability for real-time monitoring of economic systems modeled using linear regression. We consider a fluctuation (FL) monitoring procedure based on recursive estimates of parameters and a CUSUM monitoring procedure based on the behavior of recursive residuals. To obtain our results, we extend certain results in the sequential tcsting litcraturc.
Our sequential procedure is closely related to the theory of sequential tests with power one (Robbins (1970». An a level sequential test of power one is a stopping rule T such that P(T < 00 I Ho) ~ a and P(T < 00 I HI) = 1. In one sense, our sequential procedure is a simplification of Wald's sequential procedure in view of our assumption throughout that sampling costs nothing under the null hypothesis of structural stability. In other words, we are satisfied to record the new data point without taking any action if the observed process is "in control." By contrast, Wald's sequential procedure is designed with the idea that sampling is costly under the null, as well as under the alternative. Hence, it is desirable to terminate the sequential procedure as soon as possible when the null hypothesis is true. While the assumption of costless sampling under the null is appropriate for our problem, it is not necessarily so in other applications. In fact, it is this assumption that separates us from some post-Wald sequential tests such as Anderson's (1960) sequential test of nonparallel stopping boundaries, and the rruncared SPRT and repeated significance tests pIoneered by Slegmund (1977) . All of these tests imply P(T < 00 I Ho) = 1, often by construction, while this need not be true for our procedures. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate and discuss the sequential testing approach. Section 3 discusses invariance principles of the past and present, and the CUSUM and fluctuation instability detectors. Section 4 contains some illustrative Monte Carlo experiments. A summary and concluding remarks are given in Section 5. Proofs are gathered into the Mathematical Appendix.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVAnON

Monitoring via Repeated Retrospective Tests
Consider a statistical model that has been estimated from a historical dataset of size m. Starting from time m + 1, we begin to observe fresh data sequentially, and we wish to monitor the stability of the historically adequate model. A seemIngly attractive proposal is, for example, that we wait for (say) 5 periods, then perform a post-sample F test. If the F test is passed, we update the model by including these 5 new data points 'and wait for another 5 periods and repeat the post-sample F test; otherwise, we signal a rejection of stability. Simulation results show that thirty periods later,2 we have a one-third chance of mistakenly signaling instability .The probability of type one error increases to 70% one hundred periods later. If the data are collected daily, ten months later we will wrongly reject the true hypothesis of stability more than 95% of the time.
Nor can retrospective tests for stability be repeatedly applied to monitor stability .To see this, we consider a simple model that will motivate all our subsequent results. For simplicity let {Y;} be an independent sequence. The null hypothesis of "stability in mean" is Ho: E(Y;) = 0, t = 1, 2, ..., and the alternative is HI: Ho is false. Also assume for now that var(Y;) = uO2 for all t under Ho and H 1.
A retrospective fluctuation test of Ploberger et al. (1989) for Ho is given by FLn = maxksn uolln(k/n)lykl, where Yk = k-1 I:~=1 Y;. The critical value c of the FLn test is determined from the hitting probability of Brownian motion. Sequentially implementing this test leads to the stopping rule T = inf{n ~ 1, ISnl ~ cn}, where Sn = I:~= 1 Y; and Cn = In UoC, i.e. when Sn exits the region bounded by :!:cn, we signal instability; otherwise continue monitoring. Unfortunately, as Robbins (1970) notes, the law of iterated logarithm (LIL, e.g. Stout (1974, p. 269) ) implies that under Ho, PO{Sn E [ -cn' cn], for every n ~ 1} = 0.
Thus, sequentially implementing such a retrospective fluctuation test eventually rejects Ho, so the probability of type 1 error is one, asymptotically, and may be large in relatively small samples.
This example underscores the need to find boundary functions such that the path of Sn crosses with prescribed probability under Ho. Such a choice is possible using the functional central limit theorem (FCLT) to approximate the boundary crossing probabilities of a normalized partial sum by those of standard Brownian motion.
A limiting relation that is central to our approach is l' lim p{Sn ~ rm g(n/m), for some n ~ 1 m)'oo = P{W(t) ~g(t), for some t ~ 0},
where Sn = E~= 18/' W denotes a standard Brownian motion, and 9 is a stopping boundary satisfying some regularity conditions. This relation was first proved by Robbins and Siegmund (1970) for iid {81}. Our monitoring procedures are based on an extension of Robbins and Siegmund's theorem that holds generally for sums Sn obeying a FCLT, under milder restrictions on g. The use of Brownian motion in sequential testing has two merits. First, it is convenient, offers some qualitative insight, and provides a unified treatment for many problems. Second, it handles the technical difficulty arising from the overshoot problem in a discrete time framework since the excess over the stopping boundary in continuous time tends to be stochastically small. Thus, the regression parameters are stable over the historical period of length m. We are interested in the hypothesis of regression stability in the "posthistorical" period, Ho: {3( = {30, t = m + 1, ..., versus the alternative HI of instahi1ity th~t p., ~h~nge.~ at some t ~ In + 1.
A monitoring scheme is a stopping time, determined by a detecting statistic (detector) ~ and a threshold g(m, n), according to Tg(~) = min{n ~ m, ~ > g(m, n)}. The traditional choice of the detector is the likelihood ratio statistic (LR); however we propose two other detectors, the cumulative sum ( CUSUM) of recursive residuals and the parameter fluctuations (FL). The relation between the CUSUM recursive residuals and other CUSUM algorithms in the engineering literature as well as the relation between LR and FL detector will be discussed below.
Consider first the CUSUM detector. Let t3n = (L7= 1 XiXl)-I(E7= 1 XiY;) be the OLS estimator at time n. Define recursive residuals as U)k = O and lI)n = " / 1/2 
{t ~ m-1/2Q;n, t E [0,00)} => {t ~ W(t), t E (0,00)}, where " ~ " denotes the weak convergence of the associated probability measures.
--As the monitorin g starts at m + 1 define This suggests the following monitoring procedure: whenever the path of 16:1 exits the boundary (m -k)I/2g(n/m -k), the null hypothesis is rejected, implying that the model identified from the stable historical period is no longer relevant for forecasting.
Another limiting result similar to (1) is that (3) lim P{ISnl ~ -tmg(n/m), tor some n ~ m} m)"" =P{\W(t)1 ~g(t), for some t ~ 1}.
This result is central to the later FL monitoring procedure; it can be applied to (2) to yield an alternative CUSUM monitoring scheme as CUSUM algorithms other than those using recursive residuals can also be considered. For a simple null versus simple alternative hypothesis, the CUSUM algorithm based on LR statistics for independent sequences is well known, e.g. Page (1955) and Hinkley (1971) . The Page-Hinkley test is optimal in the sense of minimizing the conditional detection delay (Lorden (1971) , Moustakides (1 QR6)} However, except for very simple models, the LR detector is exceedingly complex and its optimality is no longer available in general (in Section 3.4 we take up optimality issues in greater detail). From an engineering perspective, some simplifications of the computationally heavy LR detector are desirable. Nikiforov (1986) proposes using an asymptotic expansion of LR detector to reduce the complexity .The resulting CUSUM of scores is shown to be effective against local alternatives. Basseville (1986) studies on-line change detection in autoregressive models and suggests alternative detectors based on Kullback divergence and Chernoff's distance between conditional laws. Our CUSUM is not a LR-type detector in general, but its computational advantage is obvious, which makes it easy to build into software. In contrast, Basseville's approach has to be studied separately for each problem and is difficult to study theoretically. As for the choice of the threshold, Nikiforov's CUSUM algorithm uses a constant threshold which needs to be fine tuned to ensure proper test size and short detection delay (Nikiforov (1986, pp. 245-248) ; we use the invariance principle to suggest a particular stopping boundary , perhaps a less sophisticated but nevertheless quite convenient approach.
An alternative approach to monitoring stability rests upon monitoring the stability of the fluctuations of sequential parameter estimates. We take this up in Section 3.3 below, where we show that convenient tests fur stabiliLy l:an agaill be constructed using relation (3). The foregoing discussion thus motivates us to seek conditions that will permit application of (1) or (3) whenever Sn satisfies a FCLT, under conditions on 9 as mild as possible. We now turn to this task.
MONITORING PARAME1ER CHANGE
Inuartance Frtnciples and Boundary Crossing FrobabtliItes
Let {SJ be the partial sum process constructed from; 8i}. We say that {8i} follows the FCLT if i\~uolm-1/2S[mA]~i\~W(i\), i\ E [0,00), where Sn= Li'= 1 Si and UO2 = limn ?00 n lE(S~) < 00. Robbins and Siegmund (IY"/U) proved that for an iid {sJ (3) holds for a certain class of continuous functions g(t) that satisfy (a) t-1/2g(t) is ultimately nondecreasing as t-+ 00, and (b) I: t-3/2g(t)exp[ -(1/2t)g2(t)]dt < 00. In addition to (a) and (b) , (1) also holds under (c) t-1/2g (t) is nonincreasing for t sufficiently small, and (d) IJ t-3/2g(t)exp[ -(1/2t)g2(t)]dt < 00. Thmlgh thi" i" 11"p-fI11, thp-iirl ~""1Impti{)n i~ not ~1w~ys ~pplicable in time series regression, where the errors may be martingale differences and not independent. To make our monitoring scheme more relevant for time series applications, it is useful to have the same limit relation hold for a wider class of stochastic sequences than just iid. Segen and Sanderson (1980) provide a partial resolution of this problem. Under the condition that the boundary function t -1/2 g(t ) is nondecreasing, they show that for any stochastic sequence {S n} that sati~fies the FCLT the limit relation (1) continues to hold. However, this condition on 9 is more restrictive than the condition that t-1/2g(t) is ultimately nondecreasing imposed by Robbins and Siegmund. As a result, convenient boundary functions such as the ones we use in Section 3.3 below are ruled out. Further, without the nondecreasing assumption for t-l/2g(t), Segen and Sanderson's proof will not work.
We now propose a limiting relation similar to Segen and Sanderson's without imposing the nondecreasing condition. For this, let D be the UnIOn ot the set of continuous functions on [0, 00) and the set of cadlag piecewise constant functions on [0, 00) such that for all f E D, f has at most finitely many discontinuities over any interval [0, N] , N E ~+, and such that every discontinuity point of f is rational. Endow D with the metric [O,n] This induces the topology of uniform convergence on compacta on D. Let C ~ D denote the set of continuous functions on [0, 00) . Let J.L be the Wiener measure on (D, .91!), where .91! is the Borel u-field on D. Note that J.L(C) = 1.
Let ({1, F, P) be a complete probability space and W: {1 X [0,00) -+ ~ be measurable on {1 and continuous on [0, 00) . Suppose that the mapping UJ -+ w'(UJ, .) induces Wiener measure on (D,Y-). Given g: [0,00) -+ ~ I (the extended real numbers), define the epigraph epi 9 = {(t, x): x ~g(t)} and epi g+ = {(t, x): x > g(t)}. For a measurable, real-valued stochastic process X on {1 X [0,00), define 7"gX = inf{t ~ 0: X(., t) E epi g}, and 7"gx+ = inf{t ~ 0: X(., t) E epi g+} . We say that 7"g. is continuous at fE D if d(fn,f) -+ 0 implies that p(7"I, 7"1") -+ 0, where p is a metric on [0, 00 ] inducing the Euclidean topology on [0, 00 ] and having the property that any sequence increasing without bound converges to 00. Wc usc thc class of "rcgular" functions 9 having two propcllit;:); These two properties for 9 are fairly abstract. The followIng lemma provides some useful sufficient conditions; see Appendix A for a proof.
LEMMA 3.1: The class of regularg includes the class of cadlag functions from [0, 00) to ~+ having g(O) > 0, and having at most countably many points, t, such that the upper right derivative of 9 at t is infinity.
Let 'TJ~g-inf{t~l:X(w,t)et;pib'}, and Ti~g+ =inf{t~l:X(((),t)Eepig+}. Small modifications in the proof of Lemma 3.1 allow us to dispense with the condition g(O) > 0. We record this as Lemma 3.2 without proof. Because the [O,00]-valued random variables TgXm are converging to TgW in distribution only, we cannot conclude {without further argument) that P{TXm < 00} ~ P{TgW < 00}. However, we can conclude for all T in a set with an gat most countable complement in [0,00), P{TgXm < T} ~ P{TgW < T} and P{Tt; < T} ~ p{Trg < T}. This is surely suffic.ient for. sensible applications: ?ut for tho~t; l;uiil;t;med about extreme tail behavior, we Include an extra condition on g's behavior near infinity that guarantees P{T:m < 00} ~ P{TgW < 00} and P{Tl~; < 00} ~ p{Trg < 00}. The condition ensures that P{TgW = 00} = 0. (a) limm ,l"" P{Sn ~ {fflg(n/m), for some n ~ 1} = P{W(t) ~g(t), for some t ~ 0}; (b) limm ,l"" P{Sn ~ {ffl g(n/m), for some n ~ m} = P{W(t) ~g(t), for some t ~ 1}.
Thus (1) holds when Sn satisfies a FCLT and 9 is mildly restricted. Theorem 3.4 supports application to testing regression stability in a range of time-series contexts relevant to economics.
We close this section wIth remarks on the calculation of the boundary crossing probability. The computation is generally difficult in the sense that analytical expressions for the boundary crossing probability are not always available for an arbitrary function g(t). Robbins and Siegmund (1970) give a useful theorem (see Theorem A in the Appendix) powerful enough to cover many well known results. Instructive examples are given in an earlier version of this paper (Chl1, Stin~h~nmhe, and White (1993)). Sen (1981) also 2ives some miscellaneous results. An extensive treatment is given by Lerche (1984) . Two particular boundary functions considered in the sequel are where <P and ~ are the cdf and pdf respectively of a standard normal random variable.
A/J/Jlica(ion to CUSUMMoni(oring
The results of the previous section now can be immediately applied to obtain a CUSUM monitoring result. It suffices to pick 9 properly. Unfortunately, this choice is often dictated by mathematical convenience rather than optimality, since crossing probabilities for an arbitrary boundary are analytically intractable in general. Segen and Sanderson (1980) choose g«() = 2( log{log (), a function satisfying the nondecreasing condition in their theorem. Due to the LIL, this g«( ) increases about as slowly as is possIble to have l'{1 w«( JI ~ g«( J, for some ( ~ 0} < 1. Hence, Segen and Sanderson's choice is motivated by the fastest detection of change.
We shall not consider this boundary since our simulations suggest that its probability of type one error is erratic in finite samples. Moreover, the choice of g«( ) = 2( log{log ( ) highlights the main difference between much of (but not all of) Lilt: t:ll~illt:t:lill~ alld quality ~ontrol appli~ation3 and our cconomic situation. Elsewhere it is implicitly or explicitly assumed that the system can be reset at small or zero cost after a false alarm. We practically never have that option in economics. Hence, we use (7) and (8) to implement a CUSUM monitoring, summarized as follows. The required conditions in Corollary 3.5 are not the weakest, but they are sufficient to cover many interesting cases. The asymptotic sizes of the CUSUM monitoring are fairly easy to control from the right-hand side of (9) and (10). For CUSUM monitoring based on Q: , the 10% and 5% asymptotic size corresponds to a2 = 4.6 and 6 respectively. Equally handily, we obtain the 10% and 5% asymptotical size of the CUSUM monitoring based on Q: by setting a2 = 6.25 and 7.78 in (10) Before ending this section, we emphasize that it is practically possible to implement the CUSUM monitoring with other nontrivial boundaries. Since a boundary function is defined implicitly through the measure F in Theorem A, one first defines the measure F in a way that the results of Theorem A hold. Of course, we should not expect to obtain neat analytical solutions as in (9) for some n ~ m and some i =1
Discussion
Because most prior results focus on the univariate location model, we specialize our results accordingly to make a direct comparison with the sequential testing literature. Let Xt be unity. The random function in (12) becomes z~ -nO"Q 1(~ Po). It follow~ th£1L (14) =p{lw(t)1 ~ (t + 1)1/2[a2 + In(t + 1)]1/2, for some t > 0} = exp( -a2 /2).
Because /30 is known here, m does not necessarily correspond to the historical sample size. It is perhaps useful to think of m as determining the resolution of the constant interpolation constructed from the {Z~} sequence. To start monitoring from n = 1, we track the path of the FL detector Z~ every time a new data point arrives. Note that the continuous version of this monitoring boundary is g(t) = (t + 1)1/2[a2 + In(t + 1)]1/2, which does not satisfy the requirement that t-l/2g(t) is nondecreasing over [0, 00) . Hence (14) is not a consequence of Segen and Sanderson's (1980) theorem. The accuracy of the asymptotic approximation of error probability in (14) clearly depends on m. Following Robbins (1970) by setting m = 1 and a2 = 4.6, we obtain g(n/m) =g(n) = (n + 1)1/2[4.6 + In(n + 1)]1/2 giving size less than 10% (see the further derivation below). One can also choose larger m, say m = 100 to obtain g(n/100) = (n + 100)1/2[4.6 + In((n/100) + 1)]1/2, which should deliver better finite sample size than the choice m = 1. However, the diameter of the acceptable region for the monitoring boundary with m = 1 is smaller (greater) than that with m = 100, provided n ~ 133 (n > 133). Consequently, if the parameter shift occurs earlier (later), the choice m = 1 provides faster (slower) detection than the choice of m = 100, though both will detect it eventually. We have seen that the performance of FL monitoring in terms of the detection delay depends on the choice of m, which is in turn determined by the location of the break point. Hence, the optimal m cannot be determined without an explicit alternative about the location of a future break point.
Another interesting aspect of (14) is its relation to the traditional Wald SPRT. Consider a sequential test for Ho: {30 = 0 against the normal mixture alternative H1: {30 = 8, such that dF( p) = (21T)-1/2 exp(-p2 /2)dp, where p = 8/uo is the magnitude of change relative to the standard deviation of the noise. Let h~ and h~ be the pdfs of (Y1'... '~) under Ho and H1 respectively. The LR is In = h~/h~, where h~ = f~oo h~ dF( p). Straightforward algebra yields It follows from Wald's lemma (1948, p. 146 ) that PUn ~ 8, for some n ~ 1} ~ 8-1. Specializing to 8 = exp(a2/2) gives P{IZ~I ~ (n + 1)1/2[a2 + log(n + 1)]1/2, for some n ~ 1} ~ exp(-a2/2). This is precisely the monitoring boundary in (14) when m = 1. Of course, this kind of interpretation is not necessarily available for other boundary functions. In fact, Wald's SPRT under different alternatives will result in completely different monitoring boundaries.
Consider now Ho: {3 = {3o vs. HI: {3 = {31. It is easy to show that Wald's SPRT with the stopping rule 1'* = inf{n ~ 1, In ~ c} yields a linear monitoring boundary c/ Uo + [( {31-{3o)/2uo]n. It is well known that Wald's SPRT in the simple vs. simple hypothesis is optimal in the sense that for H 11 ~topping rule~ ~uch that P(1'1Ho) ~ a, 1'* minimizes the expected delay E(1'1HI): see Siegmund (1985) . Hence the present linear boundary is optimal while the monitoring boundary in (14) is suboptimal. Nevertheless, this remarkable optimal property applies only to the case of simple hypotheses and an independent error sequence. If the alternative hypothesis is composite, one should expect to obtain a different boundary. For example, in the previous example of the normal mixture alternative, we followed Wald's SPRT principle and used the same stopping rule inf{n ~ 1, In ~ c}, but obtained a different boundary. To assert some sort of optimal property for (14) (say, in the sense of minimal delay) is a challenging task. In fact, there is no known optimality result in the composite hypothesis testing. One can only hope that Wald's SPRT principle with its associated stopping rule continues to perform well in composite hypothesis testing situations.
When Po is unknown, thc r~l~vam random function becomes Z n = naol(~ -Ym); see (11). In contrast to the well developed literature of the usual two-sample sequential test, we are now dealing with the so-called partially sequential two-sample test, perhaps a less well known branch of the sequential testing literature; see Wolfe (1977) and Switzer (1983) . In the partially sequential two-sample framework, the first sample is fixed while the second sample is observed sequentially after the first sample is complete. In our framework, the first sample is the historical sample of fixed size m, a data set available to econometricians at the time of designing the FL monitoring. The second sample is observed sequentially, and we do not wish to take more observations than are necessary to signal instability.3 In one sense, our FL monitoring mimics Wald's SPRT since it reduces to the Wald's SPRT when Y m is replaced with {30. In another sense, our FL monitoring is a modification of Switzer's procedure.
A ---To see this, rewrite Zn = aol(n -mXyn-m -Ym), where ~-m = l/(nm)E~=m+ I Y;. Switzer's (1983) stopping rule is: 7" = inf{n: IYn-m -Yml ~ c/n -m}, A which is just the FL detector with constant boundary, i.e. 7" = inf{n: IZnl ~ c}, assuming an = 1. Clearly, Switzer's proceclllre terminates with probability OI1C even when Ho is true. This is not appropriate since we assume that sampling costs nothing under Ho.
To investigate the optimality of the monitoring boundary , it seems attractive to treat m as fixed but make the choice of m part of the monitoring design scheme. Intuitively, the choice of m affects the average run length (ARL, i.e. E( 7" I H I)) in the second sample. Switzer (1983) considered the optimal choice of m for independent sequences. While an analytical solution is not available, his simulations seem to indicate the existence of optimal choice. We do not have an optimal choice for m at present; further research on this topic is warranted.
SIMULATIONS
In this section, we simulate the finite sample properties of our monitoring procedures. To focus our discussion, we concentrate on FL monitoring; results on CUSUM monitoring are not reported here but are available on request. We generate data from iid N(2, 1) random variables and compute the empirical crossing probabilities under Ho for historical sample sizes m = 25,50, 100,200, and 300. The monitoring horizon q is set to be two, four, six, and nine times the historical sample size. Theory predicts that if m is large enough and q is extended to infinity, the crossing probabilities should approach 5% and 10% if a2 in Corollary 3.6 is 7.78 and 6.25 respectively. Though it is not possible to set q equal to infinity in simulations, the results summarized in Table I give no hint of illlplUpCI ~iLC CACCpt WhCll ", -25. TlIC clllpirica.l cro~~illg proba.bilitic~ whcn m = 25 are slightly over the 5% nominal level, indicating that the probabilities when q = 00 will be overstated.
To examine the power of FL monitoring, we create an artificial out-of-sample structural break at t = 1.1 X m, at which the mean shifts from 2 to 2.8 permanently. The FL monitoring indeed signals the structural change eventually, i.e. the test is consistent. Traditionally, one is more concerned about the ARL of a sequential procedure. For this, we summarize the empirical distribution of the first hitting time in Table II . Three remarks are in order .
First, the standard deviation of the first hitting time decreases significantly from m = 25 to 50 and from m = 50 to 100. Moreover, the standard deviation is rather stable after m reaches 100. This seems to suggest that the precision of FL monitoring depends upon how accurately we can estimate the unknown parameter from the historical sample. Intuitively, the parameter estimate from the historical sample serves as the benchmark in the FL monitoring; consequently, increased accuracy of parameter estimates resulting from larger m improves the monitoring precision. The fact that the standard deviation stabilizes after m = 100 is perhaps peculiar to our simulated location model. A sample of 100 should provide a reliable estimate of the mean; the accuracy gain from a samplc of size larger than 100 is insignificant in this scenario. One conjecture is that increasing the historical sample size beyond a certain point does not appreciably improve the precision of detection. Note: The number of replications is 2,500, with a 10% monitoring boundary. The first quantile (lst Q) is the integer that gives empirical probability closest to 25% rather than exactly 25%; similarly for the median and third quantile. Mean, standard deviation (std), ARL, and MRL are rounded to nearest integers.
Second, Table II also shows the ARL and maximal detection delay (MRL) of FL monitoring. The ARL's are more or less stable except when m is small (m = 25). The MRL signifies the worst performance in terms of detection timing. The relation between MRL and m resembles a continuous decreasing function. The benefit of having a shorter MRL in large samples seems significant. It is reasonable that these measures of detection timing (ARL and MRL) depend on the magnitude of parameter change. Simulation results under the alternative of larger magnitude of change (not reported here) indeed confirms this conjecture. Specifically, both the ARL and MRL decrease as expected. When m = 100 and the parameter shifts from 2 to 3, the ARL decreases to 17 (it was 25 in Table 11 ), and the MRL decreases from 184 to 85. Moreover, the standard deviation of first hitting time is also found to be lower as the magnitude of parameter change gets larger.
Third, it is interesting to note that the distribution of the first hitting time is generally nonsymmetric for smaller samples, indicated by the discrepancy of the mean and the median. Nevertheless, the asymmetry becomes less obvious when the historical sample size increases.
We also simulate and record the empirical first hitting time distributions for an out-of-sample structural break occurring at t = 1.2m. The FL monitoring procedure is found to be less effective. All of the ARL, MRL, and standard deviations increase. In particular, given the same magnitude of change, the ARL is prolonged to 42 periods when m = 100. Ideally, we would like to have the same ARL regardless of the location of the break point. This ideal situation does not occur because the monitoring boundary we chose increases a little too fast. Here we have encountered an obvious dilemma. The limiting process for fluctuation monitoring, WO(A), has growing variance; hence the monitoring boundary must be increasing to take into account this fact. How slow a growth rate in the boundary function can be allowed in order to have the right test size and faster detection is dictated by the computation of the hrulndary crossing probabilities. The growing variance of WO(A), which induces an increasing monitoring boundary, is a problem inherent to this type of monitoring. Even if the crossing probability for an increasing monitoring boundary with slower growth rate than the one we currently use can he compllted, the ARL will still be longer in the alternative of a late structural break. One way to improve the detection timing is to consider a fixed window monitoring rather than the growing window (recursive) FL monitoring. This approach is considered by Chu, Hornik, and Kuan (1995) , in which a retrospective moving-estimates test is proposed. Another possibility is to adjust m as we move through time. We leave treatment of this possibility to later work. After the FL monitoring procedure signals a structural change, the next step is to revise the model. To do so, it is necessary to know the location of the break point. We suggest using the point at which the maximum of the LR statistics is obtained, defined from time point m + 1 to the first hitting time (see Horvath (1994) ). The performance of this locating procedure is briefly summarized in Table III . It is seen that the maximum LR statistics do pretty well in locating the break point.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Any statistical model, no matter how well it fits the historical data, must always face the challenge: is yesterday's model capable of explaining today's data? An historically adequate model that behaves poorly outside the data set cannot generate accurate forecasts. We have suggested two real-time monitoring procedures for high frequency data sets: the CUSUM and the FL monitoring procedures. We also widen the class of boundary functions beyond those suggested in the literature. Our simulation results conform well with the intuition that detection timing depends on the magnitude of parameter change, the standard deviation of the disturbance term, and the location of the break point.
We have focused on deriving monitoring procedures with asymptotically correct size for a given boundary function. It is obvious that the choice of the boundary function determines the speed of detection. We chose a particular monitoring boundary for mathematical convenience. Of all the continuous boundary functions that have everywhere finite upper right derivative, there may exist a choice that gives an optimal monitoring in the sense of minimal delay. Addressing this difficult issue is left for further research. Q.E.D.
